Introduction
============

Response of cells to various signaling cues is a dynamic process involving reprogramming of the cellular transcriptional machinery. The transcriptional reprogramming then drives the cellular physiology to an altered state that corresponds to the cellular response in a context-specific manner. Consequently cellular responses to various stimuli have often been characterized by the nature and level of perturbation to the global gene expression profile ([@B1], [@B2]). The analysis of expression data like gene ontology enrichment provides details of various functional classes that are specifically regulated in a given context and helps to postulate hypotheses about how specific cellular response is brought about ([@B3], [@B4]). Unsupervised analyses like k-clustering and hierarchical clustering allow identification of novel response patterns, associations and confirmation of data with prior knowledge ([@B5]). Other analytical strategies like Boolean and probability-based Bayesian models help in obtaining mechanistic insights based on microarray data ([@B6], [@B7]). Although useful as such, the Boolean framework suffers severely from its inherent deterministic logic because we understand that biological processes, including gene expression, are stochastic in nature ([@B8]). On the contrary, Bayesian models are extremely powerful because fractional controls can also be accommodated, establishing causal relationships among molecules ([@B9]). However, the Bayesian framework requires a prior estimate of probability of an event and therefore is not entirely unbiased ([@B7]). Clearly, the microarray data are not analyzed in a manner that permits novel unbiased inferences to be drawn.

Recent years have witnessed a surge in network-based approaches for understanding large complex data sets driven by the concept that no biological function is carried out by a molecule in isolation. Rather, they represent dynamic interactions among various molecular regulators to achieve specific function ([@B10]). It is also noted that, more than network composition, it is the interaction topology that contains functional information. Therefore, topological changes in the network could be the readjustment through which specific cellular responses are derived ([@B11]). Microarray data, somewhat complementarily, capture such topological alterations at the gene expression level. However, integration of microarray data with network analysis has not been used extensively to understand response regulation. We therefore decided to combine microarray results with the functional association network of proteins to gain unbiased insights into regulatory controls of cellular responses.

We chose the highly relevant context of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (Mtb)[^3^](#FN4){ref-type="fn"} infection of human macrophages to identify the response regulators of the infection process. It is known that cellular responses to a virulent Mtb infection starkly differ from responses to a non-virulent Mtb infection ([@B12]--[@B15]). They together therefore provide an attractive model to understand specific cellular responses to virulent Mtb infection. In the present study, we monitored the temporal global expression pattern of host macrophages upon Mtb infection. Then, applying the novel analytical strategy named express path analysis (EPA), we identified molecular pathways that were differentially regulated under the virulent and non-virulent infections. The pathways identified were intricately involved with each other, giving rise to molecular networks that captured differential cellular responses. Further network analysis, including measures like centrality parameter, identified tyrosine kinase Src as the key node regulating differential responses to virulent and non-virulent infection. We then performed experiments that established the role of Src kinase in regulating cellular responses to virulent Mtb infection. This is the first report implicating Src as the key regulator of cellular responses in the case of Mtb infection and therefore opens novel avenues for anti-tubercular therapy. The strategy described here therefore has the potential to be exploited under different environmental settings for unearthing novel response regulators.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
=======================

### 

#### Cells, Cultures, and Media

The human promonocytic cell line THP1 (American Type Culture Collection) was used in this study. THP1 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FCS (Hyclone) and were maintained between 2 and 10 × 10^5^ cells/ml at 37 °C in a humidified, 5% CO~2~ atmosphere. Before infection, cells were seeded in 6-well plates at 2 × 10^6^ cells/well and treated with 20 ng/ml phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; Sigma) overnight; cells were allowed to adhere and become differentiated into macrophages at 37 °C in a humidified, 5% CO~2~ incubator; the cells were washed twice with warm RPMI to remove the PMA. Bacteria were grown as stationary cultures in Middlebrook 7H9 broth (Difco) supplemented with 10% ADC (BD Biosciences), 0.4% glycerol, and 0.05% Tween 80 until the mid-log phase. Antibodies used in the study were procured from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA) and Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA).

#### Bacterial Suspension Preparation and Infection

Bacterial whole suspension was dispersed by aspiration five times each with a 24- and then a 26-gauge needle, followed by an additional dispersion 15 times through a 30-gauge needle. This was then vortexed until no bacterial clumps were detectable, and the dispersed bacteria were allowed to stand for 5 min. The upper half of the suspension was then used for the experiments. Quantitation of bacteria was done by taking absorbance at a 600-nm wavelength (0.6 OD corresponds to ∼100 × 10^6^ bacteria).

#### RNA Isolation and Microarray Experiments

Total RNA was isolated from 5 × 10^6^ THP1 cells 6, 12, 48, and 90 h after infection with *M. tuberculosis* and from uninfected cells as control for the experiment using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) in accordance with the manufacturer\'s instructions. For microarray experiments, total RNA was processed for each RNA sample and hybridized to the Custom Human 4 × 44k Array (Agilent Microarray Design Identifier: 25085) according to standard protocols. Microarray experiments were done at Genotypic Technology (Bangalore, India).

#### Express Path Analysis

The undirected human interaction database was downloaded from the STRING database. Interactions were parsed and retained only those interactions showing a combined score of \>500. Differentially regulated genes (DRGs) at each time point between H37Ra (Ra)- and H37Rv (Rv)-infected cells were identified using standard SQL commands (see "Results"). Key nodes for genes differentially regulated at the 0 h time point were generated using the ExPlain tool of the Transfac database. All possible shortest paths from key regulators to DRG at 0 h and DRS at 0--8, 8--16, 16--48, and 48--90 h were calculated using the built-in function "get.all.shortest.paths" in the R software package. Then, for each path, every step was compared for their expression in Ra- and Rv-infected cells. Paths that showed differential regulation at multiple steps for a given paths were filtered out (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} for a detail description).

#### Centrality Analysis of Express Path Networks

Express Paths identified for any given source-target set in both Ra- and Rv-infected sets were then merged together, which yielded the time point-specific express path network. These networks were then imported into Cytoscape for visualization and analyses of centrality parameters. Betweenness centrality was calculated using the "Network Analyzer" function in Cytoscape and was then mapped on to the network as a node attribute.

#### Confocal Microscopy

Bacteria were stained using the membrane stain PKH67 (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. PMA-differentiated THP1 cells were seeded at a density of 0.3 × 10^6^ cells/coverslip, onto 12-mm diameter glass coverslips precoated with fibronectin (0.05 μg/μl) in a 24-well tissue culture plate. The cells were infected with stained bacteria at a multiplicity of infection of 10 (10 bacteria/cell). After 4 h of infection, the cells were washed twice with warm RPMI and treated with amikacin (200 μg/ml) for 2 h to remove any remaining extracellular bacteria. The cells were then maintained in complete media containing PP2 inhibitor at a concentration of 50 n[m]{.smallcaps} for 48 h. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) at 48 h post-bacterial infection. The fixed cells were stained with DAPI (300 n[m]{.smallcaps} in 1× PBS). The coverslips were washed thoroughly with PBS and were mounted on slides with Antifade gold reagent (Invitrogen). Four fields were acquired randomly from each set of stained cells with a Nikon EclipseTi-E laser-scanning confocal microscope equipped with a 20×/0.75 numerical aperture plan apochromat differential interference contrast objective lens using the blue diode laser (excitation at 408 nm and emission at 450 nm ) and argon laser (excitation at 488 nm and emission at 515 nm). All images were acquired using the software EZ-C1 3.8, and analyses were performed using the software Image-Pro Plus version 6.0. Magnified images were acquired using a 60×/1.4 numerical aperture oil planapochromat differential interference contrast objective lens. For co-localization studies, 1 h prior to the time point, complete medium containing LysoTracker dye (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen) was added to the cells for staining of acidified lysosomes. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 min, followed by three washes with 1× PBS. The cells were permeabilized using 0.2% (w/v) Triton X-100 (in 1× PBS) for 20 min. Blocking was performed using 3% (w/v) BSA and 0.5% Tween 20 in 1× PBS for 1 h. This was followed by primary and secondary antibody staining for a duration of 1 h each. The coverslips were washed thoroughly with 1× PBS and were mounted onto glass slides with Antifade reagent (Sigma). For each image, 20 sections covering 10 μm on the *z* axis at intervals of 0.5 μm were acquired randomly from each set of stained cells with a Nikon EclipseTi-E laser-scanning confocal microscope equipped with a 60×/1.4 numerical aperture plan apochromat differential interference contrast objective. All images were acquired using the software NIS-Elements, and analyses were performed using the software Image-Pro Plus version 6.0.

RESULTS
=======

### 

#### Infection of THP1 Cells with Ra or Rv Leads to Global Reprogramming of Host Gene Expression

We infected PMA-differentiated THP1 cells (human macrophage-like cell line) with Rv or Ra in separate experiments at a 1:10 multiplicity of infection (see "Experimental Procedures" for details). We first monitored survival or killing kinetics of Ra and Rv inside the THP1 cells ([supplemental Fig. S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)), and as expected, our experimental conditions too showed killing of Ra and survival of Rv inside the host macrophages. In the separate experiment, cells were harvested at various time intervals like immediately after infection (0 h) and 8, 16, 48, and 90 h postinfection with either Ra or Rv. Host total RNA was isolated from these samples using TRIzol reagent, and their microarray profiling was done at Genotypic Technologies Inc. using the Agilent human genome array, consisting of about 42,465 probe sets together covering around 25,607 genes. In parallel, we also had RNA samples from uninfected THP1 cells as control, to be used as a base value while calculating log~2~ ratios for changes in individual gene expression. Because a majority of genes were represented by more than one probe set, we selected the non-redundant expression data for the whole genome using an algorithm that selects the most consistent expression value for a given gene (see "Experimental Procedures"). The overall expression pattern of 25,607 genes across five different time points in Ra- or Rv-infected THP1 cells are represented as a heat map in [supplemental Fig. S2*A*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1). The expression data are presented in [supplemental Table S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1). A quick review of the expression pattern between Ra- and Rv-infected THP1 cells showed significant differences in the nature of perturbation (on magnitude and kinetics) inflicted on the hosts by the two strains. The number of genes regulated at each of the time points and the overall pattern followed by them varied between Ra and Rv in a unique but overlapping manner. A more detailed comparison of the level and nature of perturbation of Ra and Rv on host macrophages is presented in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*. [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A* compares genes that are commonly regulated between Ra- and Rv-infected cells at a given time point and those that are regulated in a contrasting manner. Thus, there are genes that are up-or down-regulated in Ra and Rv both, whereas others are up-regulated in one while down-regulated in the other. Still others are genes that are up- or down-regulated in one case while unaffected in the other ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*).

![**Global gene expression changes in macrophage cells upon infection with Ra and Rv.** Gene expression profiles of THP1 cells infected with Ra or Rv were generated at 0, 8, 16, 48, and 90 h after infection. Among the significantly regulated genes (genes showing more than 2-fold increase or decrease from the uninfected control), we compared those that were commonly regulated or differentially regulated between Ra and Rv infection (*A*). The number of genes showing common regulation (*Common Up*/*Down*), contrasting regulation (*Rv up/Ra down* and *Rv Down/Ra Up*), and differential regulation Rv up (*Ra unaffected* (*Un*)), Rv down (*Ra unaffected*), and *vice versa* is listed. A *clustergram* of the expression profile of genes in both Ra and Rv is shown in *B*. Commonly and distinctly regulated clusters are clearly visible in the *clustergram*. The *blue box* highlights the genes that are differentially regulated.](zbc0511187000001){#F1}

The time-dependent changes in gene expression profile can be used to categorize genes with similar and distinct effects on their expression. A clustergram analysis clusters genes showing similar behavior across time points into separate categories ([@B16], [@B17]). The clustergram analysis of the Ra- and Rv-infected THP1 cell expression profile showed very distinct patterns ([supplemental Fig. S2*B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). Thus, whereas the clustergram of Ra-infected cells yielded three large broad clusters, that of Rv-infected cells resulted in seven distinct clusters ([supplemental Fig. S2*B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). An immediate inference explaining this difference could be that, as expected, Rv infection inflicts larger perturbation on cellular machinery as compared with infection with Ra. Because avirulent infection fails to manipulate the host system, unlike their virulent counterparts, which influence almost every possible cellular processes, a less diverse expression pattern in the case of avirulent infection seems to be a true representation of global perturbations upon Mtb infection ([supplemental Fig. S2*B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). In order to compare the patterns across both of the categories, we also performed a clustergram analysis with Ra- and Rv-infected cell expression data sets together ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). A quick look at [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B* suggests that the overall patterns of perturbations are very similar between both Ra- and Rv-infected cells. Rv infection, however, interferes with a major cluster of up-regulated genes in a time-dependent manner ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Specifically, genes up-regulated at 16, 48, and 96 h post-Ra infection are contrastingly regulated in Rv-infected cells. In order to confirm this with the previously described cellular responses upon Mtb infection, we performed gene ontology analysis of the microarray results. Then through a combination of k-cluster analysis followed by functional class enrichment and principle component analysis, we were able to establish two interesting aspects of cellular responses to virulent or non-virulent infections ([supplemental Fig. S3](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). The major functional classes of genes showing discrete regulation between Ra- and Rv-infected cells were immune responses and gene regulation. Second, clusters distinguishing expression pattern between Ra- and Rv-infected cells also distinguished functional class enrichment ([supplemental Fig. S3](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). These results together highlighted the validity of microarray results, ensuring that specific cellular responses were captured through the experiments.

Results so far indicate that the gene expression experiment followed by clustering and gene ontology enrichment identifies specific patterns in the nature of perturbation inflicted by the virulent and avirulent Mtb strains. However, beyond identifying these interesting patterns, these analyses did not divulge much, in terms of regulatory events, mechanistic controls, etc. Gaining mechanistic information from microarray data in the eukaryotes is a complex problem due to the multitiered regulatory events of gene expression ([@B18]). Nonetheless, approaches like Bayesian analysis have been used to establish cause-effect relationships and pathway reconstruction in eukaryotic systems ([@B7]). Another approach utilizes transcription factor binding site analysis to establish regulatory loops in the expression pattern of genes and their upstream transcription factors ([@B19], [@B20]). A major limitation here is overreliance on specific transcription factor (TF) binding sites upstream from genes. In many cases, TF recruitment is a multifactorial process requiring cooperativity between different molecules, the majority of them regulated through post-translational modification. Here we devised a novel strategy for analyzing the microarray data set to identify cellular responses specific to virulent Mtb infection in an unbiased manner.

#### EPA Identifies Potential Contrastingly Regulated Paths between Ra- and Rv-infected Cells

In order to perform an unbiased pathway analysis, we first downloaded the STRING database of functional protein-protein association for humans. The database is collective set of 15,404 nodes (genes) and 305,745 edges (interactions). For each of the interactions listed, the database provides a cumulative score that can be used to filter out high confidence interacting partners. For high confidence interaction data, we retained only those interactions from the database that showed a cumulative score of more than 0.5, and the resulting network was used as the base network for all future analysis ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In parallel, we also identified genes in the expression data at each of the time points that showed differential regulation (DRGs) between Ra- and Rv-infected cells ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*, *Rv Up/Ra down* and *Rv Down/Ra Up*). Guided by the assumption of cause and effect relationship between genes regulated at earlier and later time points, respectively, we traced the shortest paths between DRGs at a given time point as source nodes and DRGs at the following time point as target nodes. The shortest paths were extracted from the protein functional association network. The shortest path is the one that connects two nodes through minimum number of intermediates in a network ([@B21]). Arguably, two nodes can be connected through multiple shortest paths in a network, and therefore we generated an ensemble of all possible shortest paths between each pair of the source and the target. This exercise yielded a large ensemble of time point-specific shortest paths ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In some cases, the number of total possible shortest paths was \>65,000. We also analyzed regulation at the 0 h time point, through identifying key upstream regulatory nodes using the Explain feature of the Transfac database. Key nodes are identified through the Transfac knowledge base, which incorporates signaling events leading to activation/regulation of downstream transcription factors. We identified key nodes for DRGs at the 0 h time point. Then, to identify pathways, the shortest paths were traced between each of the key nodes as source and DRGs as targets with the base network in the background. Because the source and targets were same for both Ra and Rv set, the initial number of shortest paths was the same in both cases. In the next step ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*, *Step I*), we retained only those paths where all of the constituent nodes were significantly regulated (up- or down-regulated). Obviously, this exercise was done separately on the Ra and Rv ensemble, because the nature of regulation under the two conditions is different. This resulted in a marked reduction in total number of shortest paths in both cases across all of the time points ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*, *Step I*). Then, to identify divergent paths of regulation, we started retaining only those paths that showed trend reversal between Ra- and Rv-infected cells at the penultimate steps (node immediately upstream from the target node and also the step before that, Steps II and III in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*) iteratively. This exercise yielded a relatively smaller set of shortest paths that were differentially regulated at three consecutive steps beginning from the target node. Essentially, the exercise enriched the shortest path ensemble with paths that were distinctly regulated between Ra- and Rv-infected cells ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*, *Step IV*). These deferentially regulated paths and their relative expression in both conditions are listed in [supplemental Table S2](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1). With the accepted limitation of looking only at gene expression patterns, these differentially regulated shortest paths depict the flux of information transfer when a host macrophage encounters virulent or avirulent mycobacteria.

![**EPA, a novel method for analyzing microarray data.** The express path analysis strategy is schematically represented in *A*. The two contrasting environments for this study were THP1 cells infected with Ra and Rv, respectively; however, the approach is applicable to any set of contrasting environments. In the time course microarray experiment, DRGs between the two environments were identified at each of the time points. Then in the human functional protein association network (from the STRING database), the shortest paths were traced between DRGs at one time point to the following time point. The ensemble of shortest paths was then iteratively enriched based on their expression values in the respective environments, eventually yielding a set of shortest paths that are not similarly regulated at any of the nodes between the two conditions. Briefly, once the shortest path ensemble is created, in *Step I*, we filter out only those shortest paths that are significantly regulated at each of the intermediate steps. Because the expression of intermediates in the Ra- and Rv-infected cells is different, *Step I* yields a different subset of shortest paths for Ra and Rv. Note the different number of paths for Ra and Rv sets after *Step I* in the figure (for a given source-target pair). Also important to note here is the fact that the respective paths identified in either Ra or Rv sets were regulated (*i.e.* down-regulated (*green*) or up-regulated (*red*)) at each of the intermediate steps as well. In the next step (*Step II*), for the subset of pathways in the Ra set, corresponding expression of intermediates in Rv is monitored, and vice versa. If any of the intermediates for a shortest path shows a similar expression pattern in both Ra and Rv, that path is excluded out, consequently enriching differentially regulated paths or express paths. A similar exercise performed on all source-target pairs for a given time window is then merged together to get the shortest path network. The number of shortest paths remaining after every enrichment step is shown in *B*.](zbc0511187000002){#F2}

#### The Shortest Path Network Identifies Key Regulators of the Response Divergence

A detailed analysis of the distinctly regulated shortest path ensemble at each time point revealed that many interactions were shared across multiple different paths. Hence, there was the possibility of identifying certain interactions that were central to the overall regulatory events taking place at a particular time point simply based on the frequency of their occurrences in multiple shortest paths. To identify those interactions and thereby the participating nodes, we merged the contrasting shortest path sets from both the Ra and Rv set for a given time point, yielding a time point-specific shortest path network ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we had shortest path networks for key nodes to 0, 0--8, 8--16, 16--48, and 48--90 h, respectively. The key node to the 0 h network has a relatively small number of molecules; however, it did follow a pattern that reflects differences between Ra- and Rv-infected cells ([supplemental Fig. S4](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). In the shortest path networks, we incorporated two more features in order to clearly visualize the regulated nodes and their importance. First we performed the graph theoretic analysis to calculate the centrality measures of each of the nodes in the networks. One of the most informative centrality parameters is betweenness centrality, signifying the importance of a given node in connecting various modules of a given network ([@B22]). A node with higher betweenness value assumes a more important role in the functioning of the network ([@B22]). We then mapped the betweenness value of the nodes onto the network and visualized the node size corresponding to their relative betweenness value. Thus, in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, nodes with a large diameter have a very high betweenness value. Second, we also incorporated the gene expression value into each of the networks. Up- and down-regulated genes are represented as *red* and *green nodes*, respectively ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} cumulatively shows the shortest path network at a given time point, the relative importance of the constituent nodes in the functioning of the network, and how they are regulated in Ra- and Rv-infected cells. A quick look at the molecules that showed a significantly high betweenness value shows IL-4, CRP, and APOA1 at 8 h; IL-4, IL-8, and MAPK3 at 16 h; RASD1, INS, EDN1, STAT1, MYOD1, IL-8, and IL-1A at 48 h; and IL-8, RASD1, PRKCA, SMAD4, CCL12, and WNT10B at 90 h ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These molecules were also contrastingly regulated between Ra- and Rv-infected cells. Interestingly, consistent down-regulation of IL-4 and up-regulation of IL-8 in Ra-infected cells augers well with the known functions of these molecules in contrastingly executing the inflammatory responses ([@B23]). Although expression-secretion of IL-4 by macrophages is surprising, traditionally known to be secreted by T cells, a few studies do report the expression of IL-4 by alveolar macrophages ([@B24]). Similarly, IL-8 is known inflammatory cytokine and is often involved in acute responses; hence, its up-regulation in avirulent infection corresponds well with the clearing of the avirulent infection ([@B23]). Other molecules, like STAT1, APOA1, PRKCA, SMADs, RASD1, etc., also are potent regulators of inflammatory responses, and each of these molecules could play a crucial role in establishing and/or executing the divergent responses between avirulent and virulent infections. However, the most outstanding pattern in the express path networks was displayed by the tyrosine kinase family member Src ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It not only showed the highest betweenness value across each network, but it was consistently down-regulated in Ra-infected cells across the time points, whereas in Rv-infected cells, it was either up-regulated (8 h) or close to basal expression levels (16, 48, and 90 h). Src is a tyrosine kinase known to be involved in regulating many physiological processes, including receptor-dependent signaling, cell cycle regulation, and survival ([@B25]). Moreover, Src is always among the initial set of molecules that get recruited-activated for multiple cellular stimuli ([@B25]). It seemed therefore very logical to assume that differential regulation of Src could serve as the central regulator of divergent host responses. We then characterized the nature of perturbation at Src in detail to understand its role more clearly in regulating cellular response against infection. At least in the case of Mtb infection of macrophages, the role of Src has not been identified so far. One likely explanation for as yet unidentified role of this molecule could be the extreme redundancy displayed by the Src family of kinases. There are at least nine different kinases belonging to the Src family, and many of them overlap in the respective range of functions they execute ([@B26]).

![**Express path network identifies key regulatory nodes.** The express paths identified through our analysis ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*) were then all merged together, from both Ra and Rv data sets for any given source-target pair time point. This resulted in a network of interaction due to the highly overlapping nature of express paths identified. Express path networks for each of the source-target pairs, along with the betweenness centrality visualization and relative expression differences between Ra and Rv, are represented. Large sized nodes will have a high betweenness value (*i.e.* more express paths utilize that particular molecule in order to reach the target molecules). Expression data from Ra- and Rv-infected cells were also incorporated into the network, *red* representing up-regulated genes and *green* showing down-regulated ones. Note the identical betweenness coefficients for the nodes between Ra- and Rv-infected cells and the largely distinct expression pattern between them.](zbc0511187000003){#F3}

#### Src Is the Key Regulator of Cellular Responses to M. tuberculosis Infection

Identification of Src kinase as one of the most important regulatory nodes across all of the observed time points as well as the opposing nature of perturbation on its expression between virulent and avirulent infection throughout the course of infection possibly suggest a key role played by this molecule in deciding cellular responses against Ra or Rv infections. Src expression was significantly down-regulated upon infection with Ra; however, in the case of Rv infection, its expression was either up-regulated or remained unchanged as compared with the uninfected control ([supplemental Table S1](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). The differential expression of Src was further validated by quantitative real-time PCR analysis. A comparison of the real-time *versus* microarray profile of Src is represented in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*. A clear distinction is evident in terms of Src expression between Ra- and Rv-infected cells; however, the mechanisms that lead to such differential regulation of Src in Ra- and Rv-infected cells were not immediately clear. We therefore performed a detailed promoter analysis for Src (∼3 kb upstream of the transcription start site) using the Biobase Biological Database (Transfac) ([@B27], [@B28]). The analysis identified several TFs that could potentially bind to upstream regions of Src and regulate its expression. The details of TFs and their potential binding locations upstream from Src TSS are shown in [supplemental Table S3](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1). The microarray data then provided a unique opportunity, allowing us to look for respective regulation of these TFs between Ra- and Rv-infected THP1 cells at different time points. Expression of these TFs at different time points under the two conditions are summarized in [supplemental Table S4](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1) along with the number of corresponding transcription factor binding sites identified for a given TF. Surprisingly, most TFs showed almost identical expression profiles in the case of Ra or Rv infection; however, some of them were outstanding due to differential regulation between the two cases ([supplemental Fig. S5](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). Thus, whereas Jun, FOXA2, and ESR1 showed increased expression in Ra-infected cells, TFs like CEBPB, FOS, FOXA3, and SMC1B were selectively up-regulated in Rv-infected cells. On a similar note, ZNF263 and ESRRA were selectively down-regulated in Ra- and Rv-infected cells, respectively. These results, although far from any conclusion regarding mode of differential expression of Src in Ra- and Rv-infected cells, do indicate that some specific events precede the decreased expression of Src in Ra-infected cells and maintained expression in Rv-infected cells. Regulation of eukaryotic gene expression is a highly complex phenomenon involving multivariate cross-talk among several transcriptional regulators that include trans-activators as well as repressors ([@B29]). Moreover, many of the TFs are regulated by post-transcriptional modification for their respective action ([@B30]). Clearly, transcriptional control of Src, particularly in the context of Mtb-infected cells requires a focused study to understand the regulatory events that are crucial for the observed pattern of differential Src expression in virulent and avirulent infections. In addition, there is little evidence in the literature to indicate how differential expression of Src could impact the differential host responses under virulent and avirulent Mtb infection conditions. Nonetheless, Src is reported to regulate fusion of phagosome with lysosome, although not directly in the case of Mtb infection ([@B31]). Src could potentially do so by regulating the activity levels of some known executors in phagocytosis like PI3K, Syk, Akt, etc. Activation of Src is dependent on various factors, phosphorylation at tyrosine 416 being the most important of them ([@B32]). The activation level of Src is then regulated through either dephosphorylation by phosphatases like SHP1 and SHP2 or degradation through ubiquitin ligation ([@B32]). Therefore, to infer the functional significance of our observations at the transcript level of Src, it was important to monitor its protein levels and phosphorylation states in Ra- or Rv-infected cells. Surprisingly, the Src protein profile showed remarkable similarity to the corresponding mRNA profiles ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [supplemental Fig. S6*A*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). Upon infection with Ra, Src protein level declined after 6 h and kept decreasing throughout the course of infection. In case of Rv infection, however, there was an initial increase in protein level that started decreasing only at later time points (48 h onward). This was an intriguing observation because even at the protein level, Src was differentially regulated between Ra- and Rv-infected cells. We also monitored Tyr^416^ phosphorylation of Src using phospho-specific antibodies ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*C* and [supplemental Fig. S6*B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). A comparison between Ra- and Rv-infected cells for the level of phospho-Tyr^416^-Src again showed a distinct pattern in their kinetics. In the case of Ra infection, Src was dephosphorylated immediately after infection and continued to decrease further over the course of infection ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*C* and [supplemental Fig. S6*B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). Interestingly, Rv-infected cells showed a marked increase in Src phosphorylation, and some decrease was visible only 24 h onward ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*C* and [supplemental Fig. S6*B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). Thus, clearly differential regulation of Src between Ra- and Rv-infected cells was not restricted to the transcript level; rather, a larger mechanism seem to be working, which influenced Src phosphorylation, protein levels, and transcript levels. At this stage, what could not be established was whether Src was becoming fast dephosphorylated or degraded or both in the case of Ra infection. In a separate experiment, we monitored the stability of Src in cyclohexamide-treated THP1 cells under either Ra or Rv infection. The overall degradation rate of Src in Ra- and Rv-infected cells did not show any significant differences ([supplemental Fig. S6*C*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). This suggests an interesting mechanism of Src regulation in the case of Mtb infection. Because the rate of Src degradation is proportional to its activation rate, in both Ra- and Rv-infected cells, Src activation takes place as a normal cellular response process. However, because Ra infection of cells also leads to down-regulation of Src expression, the *de novo* synthesis of Src fails to match the degradation rate. Unlike Ra, in the case of Rv infection, the rate of activation-degradation is unaltered; through some mechanism, the expression level of the Src transcript is retained at a basal or higher level, thereby keeping the protein concentration constant. The decision between survival and killing of the infecting pathogen seemed to be decided based on these differences.

![**Src is a key regulator of differential cellular response between Ra- and Rv-infected cells.** The differential gene expression pattern of Src in Ra- and Rv-infected cells was validated through real-time PCR at 0, 16, and 48 h after infection. The *bar plot* in *A* shows Src expression at different time points in microarray (*MA*) or real-time (*RT*) experiments. *B*, Src protein levels at various time points after infection compared between Ra- and Rv-infected cells. In Ra-infected cells, 6 h after infection, there was sudden decrease in Src protein content, whereas in the case of Rv infection, there was no such significant change until 90 h after infection. Results are representative of three separate experiments. *C*, relative phosphorylation of Src at tyrosine 416, an indicator of its activation. Src seems to be dephosphorylated/degraded very fast in the case of Ra infection. *D*, results of the experiment where PKH67-labeled Rv (green fluorescent)-infected cells were treated with either vector or Src inhibitor PP2. Cells were monitored under the laser confocal microscope at ×20 and ×60 magnification. One of the several fields from three different experiments is shown here. There is a clear difference in green fluorescence between treated and untreated cells, indicative of clearance of Rv from the cells that were treated with the Src inhibitor. The overall fluorescent intensities were quantitated in terms of per unit DAPI (stained for the nuclei), and the values are shown here as a *bar graph* (*E*). In a parallel experiment, cells were lysed at 90 h after infection and plated for cfu. Treatment with PP2 resulted in a similar decrease in cfu compared with mock-treated (*F*) (data from four separate experiments shown as mean ± S.D. (*error bars*)). Respective *p* values for the *t* test are indicated.](zbc0511187000004){#F4}

In order to establish that differential regulation at the level of Src indeed could lead to differential cellular responses to Mtb infection, we performed an experiment whereby cells were infected with PKH67 (green-fluorescing)-labeled Ra or Rv, and Src activity was inhibited using the specific Src inhibitor PP2. We observed the overall Mtb load of the cell both qualitatively (at ×20 and ×60 magnification) and quantitatively at various time points after infection through a laser-scanning confocal microscope ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*D*). There was a clear distinction in Mtb load between cells treated with the Src inhibitor and those that were untreated. We counted the overall intensity of green fluorescence (for Mtb) per unit of cells (counted as blue DAPI dots) and observed more than 60% reduction in the Mtb load in the cells that were treated with Src inhibitor as compared with the control ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*E*). In a parallel experiment, we also plated the cell lysates at 90 h after infection and estimated bacterial load using the cfu technique. The cfu technique also showed a nearly 70% decrease in the Mtb load upon Src inhibitor treatment ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*F*). Importantly, treatment with PP2 of cells infected with Ra did not show any significant difference from the control ([supplemental Fig. S7, *A* and *B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). Because Ra infection itself down-regulates and destabilizes Src signal, further inhibition of Src did not show any significant effect on host responses.

#### Src Regulates Cellular Responses to Mtb Infection by Regulating Autophagy and Phagosome Maturation

Having established clear role of Src in regulating intracellular survival of Mtb, we also explored for possible mechanisms through which Src could execute these responses. Mtb is known to modulate the bactericidal activity of host phagocytes by blocking maturation of the phagosome, the compartment where Mtb is believed to reside for prolonged periods. Among the ultimate steps in the phagosome-mediated killing of pathogens are fusion of phagosome with lysosomal compartment followed by acidification of lysosomes that in turn activates various hydrolytic enzymes of lysosomes ([@B33]). Mtb, through its manipulative strategies, can neutralize/block the acidification of lysosomes and hence helps its survival ([@B34]). Another important mechanism, implicated recently in regulating intracellular Mtb survival, is autophagy ([@B35]--[@B37]). Autophagy is a standard cellular degradative process mostly associated with stress responses, including nutritional and other stress ([@B38]). Several recent studies indicate a role of autophagy in regulating intracellular bacterial and viral pathogen survival, including Mtb, dengue, etc. ([@B39], [@B40]). We therefore decided to explore whether Src could regulate these two processes.

PMA-differentiated THP1 cells were infected with fluorescent dye PKH67-labeled Ra or Rv. We then checked at 48 and 90 h after infection for localization of Mtb in the acidified lysosomal compartment and autophagosomal compartment using confocal microscopy, in the presence or absence of Src inhibitor PP2. [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the results from these experiments. Surprisingly, Src seemed to regulate both phagolysosome acidification and autophagosome formation. At both 48 and 96 h postinfection, localization of Rv to the acidified lysosomal compartment and autophagosome increased significantly where the Src inhibitor PP2 was included in the culture ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). However, an even more exciting observation was that PP2 treatment had virtually no effect on Mtb localization to acidified lysosome and autophagosome in the case of Ra infection. It is important to note here that these results correlate well with the results in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, where we observe that, in contrast to Rv, PP2 treatment has no effect on intracellular survival of Ra. Clearly, these results indicate that virulent Mtb infection actively blocks the apparently natural tendency of the host cells to down-regulate Src expression and activity. Because natural host response remains unabated in the case of avirulent infection, further inhibition of the activity does not elicit any response in these cells.

![**Src regulates phagolysosome acidification and Mtb targeting to the autophagosome.** Localization of Mtb to the phagolysosome and autophagosome was monitored through confocal microscopy. *A*, PMA-treated cells were infected with PKH67-labeled Ra or Rv (*green*). Infected cells were maintained in the absence (−) or presence (+) of Src inhibitor PP2. At 48 and 90 h postinfection, cells were labeled with Lysotracker (marker for acidified lysosome; *red*) and the autophagy marker LC3 (*blue*). Cells were then fixed and examined under the laser-scanning confocal microscope at ×60 magnification. The effect of Src inhibition on the co-localization of Mtb with Lysotracker (*Merge (Mtb:Lyso)*, *yellow*) or LC3 (*Merge Mtb:LC3*, *cyan*) is distinctly visible here. Rv-infected cells showed a marked increase in the *yellow* (with lysosome) and *cyan* (with autophagosome) *colors*, whereas Ra-infected cells did not show any significant effect upon Src inhibition. The co-localization coefficient for *red-green* (*yellow*) and *blue-green* (*cyan*) were calculated using the software Image-pro version 6.0. Data for the overlap coefficient (*y* axis) from more than 10 fields across two different experiments consisting of above 50 cells each are represented as *bar plots* in *B* (*error bars* represent S.E.).](zbc0511187000005){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

In the context of cellular perturbation, gene expression profiling has proved immensely helpful to understanding the course of cellular responses ([@B4], [@B41]--[@B43]). Not surprisingly, therefore, the differential gene expression profiles of Mtb-infected macrophages upon Ra or Rv infection have been reported in several studies ([@B44]--[@B46]). One common observation from most large scale expression studies is differential regulation of genes belonging to functional classes like immune regulation and apoptosis between pathogenic and non-pathogenic infection ([@B46]). In addition, functional classes as diverse as adhesion, signal transduction, transcription, actin polymerization, and growth regulation are also shown to be distinctly regulated ([@B46]). These studies, although they have proved beyond doubt the distinct transcriptional reprogramming of host macrophages upon infection, mostly remain observational in nature. Therefore, apart from listing the sets of genes being modulated and possible implications in pro- or anti-pathogen responses, few conclusions had been drawn from them. Moreover, many of these studies relied on a select set of genes specifically known for their immune regulation properties, thereby biasing the study against regulators that particularly have not been characterized as immune regulators ([@B47], [@B48]). Expectedly, it is known that immune regulator genes like *CXCL1*, *HIF1*α, *IL12B*, *ITGA5*, *TNF*, etc. are repressed upon infection by Mtb ([@B2]). These results, although informative, fail to provide mechanistic clues about diverse regulatory events that determine the cellular response.

Here, by using a novel approach, EPA, to analyze whole genome gene expression data, we tried to identify molecules that were responsible for establishing the differential response against contrasting environments. EPA involved identification of molecules that are contrastingly regulated at each time point. We reasoned that differential expression at any given time would impinge on the differential regulation at later time points. With this assumption, we traced the shortest path between genes that were contrastingly regulated at one time point to the genes that were contrastingly regulated at the following time point. Because there could be multiple shortest paths between a pair of source and target genes, we started enriching the shortest paths, where each of the intermediates were also differentially regulated. We called these paths express paths because we were identifying the shortest paths of regulation through the gene expression data. As is evident in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*, of several possible paths, only a select few are regulated differentially between Ra- and Rv-infected cells. Combining these paths to generate a time point-specific shortest path network yielded some very interesting information. The network identified, through analysis of network parameters like the betweenness centrality measure, molecules that were more frequently present in the differentially regulated shortest paths. Although there were several molecules with higher frequency of occurrence, Src was outstanding because it was present in each of the time point-specific shortest path networks, had a very high betweenness coefficient, and throughout showed decreased expression in Ra-infected cells. Our subsequent analysis showed that in Ra-infected cells, Src protein levels and activity both decreased sharply after infection unlike in Rv-infected cells, where they retained the basal level throughout except at a very late stage of infection. More importantly, inhibiting Src activity in Rv-infected cells led to increased killing of Mtb, although it did not have any significant effect on cells infected with Ra ([supplemental Fig. S7, *A* and *B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). Our observation clearly established a hitherto unexplored link between Mtb survival and Src activity. The role of Src kinases in sensing environmental changes and subsequent signal transduction is well documented. They are actively recruited downstream to the majority of cell surface receptors, including BCR, TCR, growth factors, and adhesion and cytokine/chemokine receptors ([@B25]). Incidentally, Src functions as the key signaling molecule in growth, proliferation, cell cycle regulation, and survival ([@B25], [@B49]). An immediate implication therefore of decreased Src levels in the case of Ra infection could be to help macrophages initiate the apoptotic pathway. Induction of apoptosis upon infection is a known antimicrobial activity of macrophages. However, in a separate experiment, we checked for induction of apoptosis in cells that were infected with Ra or Rv in the presence or absence of Src inhibitor. We could not observe any significant difference as a result of Src inhibition on apoptosis of THP1 cells. Thus, the Src-dependent survival strategy of virulent mycobacteria does not relate directly with the blocking of apoptotic responses. It also suggests that signaling events downstream from Src play a more diverse role in the case of Mtb infection. An interesting observation in this context is the reported phosphorylation of the *Helicobacter pyroli* virulence factor CagA by Src kinase ([@B50]). A similar target discovery in the case of Mtb infection that could be modulated by Src could open an entirely new field of investigation in tuberculosis research.γ Within host cells, many targets of the Src PI3K pathway, MAPK pathway, and phospholipase Cγ pathway are particularly important ([@B26], [@B51]). Some of these pathways lead to activation of downstream events like Ca^2+^ response, Akt activity, calmodulin kinase II activation, etc. that in turn regulate phagolysosome fusion and autophagy induction in addition to altering the expression of several downstream genes ([@B34]). In order to obtain mechanistic insights into the novel role attributed to Src and its regulation in the case of Mtb infection, we looked both at upstream regulation and the downstream effects of Src modulation. A detailed promoter analysis of Src revealed binding sites for several TFs, and interestingly, many of those TFs were also differentially regulated between Ra- and Rv-infected cells. This would presumably happen through differential signal processing in Ra- or Rv-infected cells, leading to differential expression/recruitment of the TFs to the Src upstream region. Transcriptional regulation of Src under these conditions therefore seems to be a highly complex phenomenon that warrants a separate study. The study is, however, expected to be highly promising in terms of identifying initial cellular responses specific to virulent infections. We further established that differential expression and activity of Src could have significant bearing on host cell physiology, especially those associated with the natural microbicidal activities. In subsequent experiments, therefore, we show that inhibiting the activity of Src leads to enhanced acidification of virulent Mtb containing phagolysosome. Src inhibition also leads to significantly higher targeting of Rv to the autophagosome, as observed by its co-localization with the autophagosome marker LC3. Interestingly, these effects were specific to Rv infection because Src inhibition had no visible effect on these two physiological events in cells infected with Ra. The results therefore indicate that infection of host macrophage with avirulent Mtb elicits natural response in the host cells that includes decreased expression of Src and consequently higher phagosome maturation rate and autophagy. When infecting Mtb is virulent (Rv in this case), through its manipulative strategies, it actively subverts the down-regulation of Src expression with a concomitant block in phagolysosome acidification and autophagosome targeting. That largely explains why Src inhibition acts selectively in the case of Rv infection and not for Ra. Also, the fact that many of the TFs that could be recruited to regulate Src expression can essentially be regulated by Src through post-translational modifications, thereby setting up a self-regulatory loop ([@B54], [@B55]), highlights the complex nature of regulatory events postinfection. To reconcile these, a simple model is proposed in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} that delineates how differential Src regulation could be brought about and therefore how it leads to differential cellular responses in Ra- or Rv-infected cells. At the molecular level, regulation of these physiological processes, however, remains open to investigation. One possibility is that Src could exert its regulatory influence through downstream regulation of Akt, especially because it has been previously shown that an Akt-centric network plays an important role in intracellular survival of *M. tuberculosis* ([@B52]). Alternatively, Src could also act through regulating mTOR via the Akt pathway. Because activated mTOR blocks autophagy response, Rv, by maintaining Src activity, escapes the autophagy-mediated killing. In contrast, decreased Src levels in Ra-infected cells will have an inhibitory influence on mTOR, leading to activation of macroautophagy and killing. The role of autophagy in intracellular mycobacterial survival has been reported in several studies ([@B35], [@B36], [@B53]). However, involvement of other signaling pathways in Src-mediated control of antimycobacterial autophagy and phagolysosome acidification could not be ruled out at this stage. In either case, very early in the infection, differential regulation of Src could play a crucial role in order to establish the cellular response mode (see [supplemental Fig. S6, *A* and *B*](http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/full/M111.266239/DC1)). The current study therefore certainly establishes a platform for a detailed study dedicated to signaling events upon infection of host cells with Ra or Rv and differences in signaling events downstream from Src. Further, understanding the exact mechanisms of kinetics of TF recruitment to the Src upstream regulatory region could provide further details about the origin, establishment, and perpetuation of differential cellular response in the case of virulent and avirulent Mtb infection.

![**A framework for Src-centric origin and maintenance of differential host response in Ra- and Rv-infected cells.** Src appears to be at the center of regulating the diverse cellular responses in the case of Mtb infection. Src phosphorylation is triggered by cellular perturbation, including Mtb infection. The standard mode of controlling Src signaling is through a combination of both dephosphorylation and ubiquitin-mediated degradation. Signaling events downstream from Src vary between Ra- cells, leading to differential TF recruitment and activation patterns, resulting in decreased expression of the Src molecule in Ra-infected cells. Decreased expression of Src interferes with the normal turnover of the Src protein in infected cells, concomitantly bringing the Src molecule levels down in Ra-infected cells. In addition to somewhat regulating its own transcription, Src also appears to regulate the cellular microbicidal processes like phagosome maturation and the induction of autophagy in the case of Mtb infection. This essentially means that, through the complex regulatory mechanism, Src not only ensures its differential regulation; it also defines the downstream events affecting the cellular responses to virulent or avirulent infections. Clearly, an Src-centric self-regulatory loop seems to be playing a role as a central regulator in determining cellular responses against Mtb infection. Processes that are differentially blocked or activated between Ra and Rv are shown in *red* or *green*, respectively.](zbc0511187000006){#F6}

In conclusion, through the present study by supplementing a gene expression profile with cues from global functional associations among the cellular components, we successfully exploited the topological determinants for their role in establishing specific host response. The study identifies regulation of a key signaling molecule, Src, as the central character in determining cellular responses upon infection with Mtb. Our findings conclude that signaling events upstream from transcriptional regulation of Src and downstream from activated Src (pY416) would hold the key to establishing the mechanistic wherewithal of the entire process. Because Src inhibition could not completely eliminate the infection, other parallel mechanisms of regulations are not ruled out. Nonetheless, we believe such understanding would help us to design novel therapeutic strategies for treating tuberculosis in combination with already existing ones. In addition, the novel approach discussed here can potentially be utilized for several other conditions where the regulator of specific cellular responses needs to be identified.
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